
The end goal of the game is to be the first to arrive at the Pharaoh
to save him, defeating the conspirators and gaining his favour.
The game is mainly competitive with some "pacific" interaction
between the players

Each character has some
initial score for health,
strength and skill, but none for
fame or economical power,
beacuse they need to earn
these along the journey.
Each character has 3 lifes, if
they lose all the lifes they are
definitely dead.
Behind each character cards
is the description for the
quests they can choose to do
in the Theban Necropolis and
in the Karnak Temple
Complex.

GAME BASIC AND SETUP

At the beginning of the game, each player choose one character and
place the marker in the specific location.
To choose the order of the player, you must roll two dice and follow the
order, or choose an agebased order.
Next, each player pick a tile from a pouch and kept it secret; inside the
pouch there are 8 tokens with an ankh on it, 7 are clean and one has
blood on it: the player who pick the bloody one is the hired assassin
that should slay the Pharaoh, so he must be the first to enter the Royal
Palace and reach the mage, that will stun the guards and allow him to
enter the throne room and kill Ramses.



In each turn the player rolls 1d4, than apply the modifier (if any) and
choose the direction, except if he is in the third area, the Royal Palace,
where he need to follow a oneway path.

TURN



In the Theban Necropolis there is no difference between the
characters, and the instructions on the slots are the same for every
one: draw 1 card, roll 1d6 and fight a snake/jackal/foreign enemy,
buy/sell, cure or donate to increase your fame.
In this area the players will face the faith most of the times.
In this area it is possible to fight a little and be wounded, while in the
Karnak Temple Complex it is more urgent to earn fame and power, but
nevertheless exists a chance to be poisoned or wounded or killed by
the assassin.
In the Karnak Temple Complex there are 8 slots that favour one
character, where he/she can gain more points of fame or power,
heal/cure him/herself or get some bonus for the equipment; the other
slots can increase or decrease the wealth, fame or power of the
player.
The third area, the Royal Palace, is a oneway area and the player
has to face each conspirator, one by one, to get to the Pharaoh; in
each slot he has to compare his fame or his economic power to either
discredit the opponent or bribe him, and this is done by rolling
3d6+(the average score the characters have at that level) for the npc
and 3d6 + his score; the opponent's roll is reduced by 1 die if the class
of the opponent is the same of the player (as stated in the slot).
If the player is the hired assasin, he must play like the others for the
first 8 slots of the Royal Palace, then he will need no further
confrontation because the mage has cast his spell and stunned the
guards, leaving his path clean, but he will still move one slot each turn.
If the player lose a confrontation, he loses 1 of his lifes.

THE THREE AREAS



Each character has two specific quests he can choose to fulfil, one
for the Theban Necropolis and one for the Karnak Temple Complex;
this system is alternative to simply wandering in the area.
To enter the next area, a player must have the right title (level) to be
allowed to walk inside.
In the first area, the Theban Necropolis, the player must buy/find 3
items to accomplish a task, while in the second area, the Karnak
Temple Complex, he will need to perform some tasks in specific
locations, in order to get the title needed to enter the Royal Palace.
If the player succeed in the tasks, he also get a pass to one
conspirator for each quest, but not for the conspirator that share the
same class; a fulfilled quest grants the requested points of fame and
economical power to enter in the next area.
The needed score can also be acquired by chance (some events) or
buy trading items with other player or buying them, but not the pass for
the conspirators.
The players can get enough fame/power to get to next level by buying
items because each item has a value and can give some fame simply
by having it, so to know your economical power and fame you have to
sum up all the score of the items you have; some items you must carry
with you (a wig or a tool), while others are unmoveable (statue or
building material).

THE QUESTS AND LEVELS



In the event that two players share the same location, they can
trade; this means they can sell each other the items they own.
The only exception is if one of the players is the hired assassin: this
player can choose to remain concealed and act like any other
character by simply trading items.
Or he can choose to reveal himself and kill the other player (he lose
1 life point) and grab all the items that player was carryng with him.
If the assassin has revelead himself, he can not kill the other player he
share a slot with, but he will need to fight with him.
The player that lands in the location can choose which score to use
(strenght or skill) and the confrontation is made by rolling 1d6 + the
score of the ability chosen. The loser lost 1 life point and what he was
carrying with him.

CHARACTERS ENCOUNTER




